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Dropping out of school to pursue her artistic dreams 
 
Studying abroad was an eye-opening experience for 30-year-old Lee Tianying. It eventually led to her giving up her business major 
and courageously pursuing her artistic dreams. 
 
Tianying did not have much interest in the arts initially. She recalled how she would only visit museums if her school arranged it as 
a field trip and sketched cartoons with her friends only when she had leisure time. However, after completing her A-levels and 
venturing to New Zealand to further her studies in business, she developed a new understanding of the arts. 
 
"There are many art galleries in New Zealand, as well as a wealth of street art and independent artists. It was a whole new world. I 
remember visiting cafés to paint or discussing art with like-minded friends in online communities,” she shared. 
 
Tianying's enthusiasm for the arts grew and it developed to a point where she eventually decided to drop out of business school, 
even though she was already halfway through her bachelor’s degree, and head back to Singapore. 
 
“Initially, I didn't have much confidence in my artistic abilities so I chose to study art by myself by taking online classes. This went 
on for a while and after thinking things through, I decided to take the plunge and switch my educational path. My parents were 
definitely disappointed at first but they still respected my decision,” she said. 
 
With sheer determination and hard work, Tianying became a painter and participated in multiple digital projects. Her desire to 
create more physical works and newfound interest in fashion design also led her to enrol into LASALLE College of the Arts’ 
BA(Hons) Fashion Design and Textiles programme. 
 
A recent creation of hers won first prize in a competition. The work, which is a fashion illustration of a modern women, is currently 
on display at the Sun Yat Sen Nanyang Memorial Hall as part of their exhibition Modern Women of the Republic: Fashion and 
Change in China and Singapore. 
 
“Looking back, my biggest regret was not pursuing my artistic dreams sooner due to fear. Of course, I still worry about doing well 
but I’m also full of expectations for the future,” Tianying shared. 


